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Abstract
The current research is to give an example to the inquiry-based science teaching implementations for facilitating
knowledge acquisition and retention in a short period of time. Thus, the aim of the research is to transfer of
acquired knowledge into different situations using sequential inquiry activities, which have challenging questions
for inquiry about what the magnetic pole is and how to discover it. The research was designed as a
pre-experimental, one-group pre-test/post-test (N=65) with a retention-test. Sequential inquiry-based science
activities were applied to provide a series of developmentally appropriate experiences and discussions, which
concretely scaffold participant’s ideas of magnetism. According to the results, the participants interpreted the
magnets and magnetic poles regarding their functions. The common view of the participants was that a magnetic
pole should be at the ends. This view is associated with upper-lower or internal-external surfaces for a ring magnet.
Finally, with a sphere magnet, both upper-lower or internal-external surfaces have lost their functions and the
inquiry begins with the question “How to find the poles of a magnet?” In that process, students get to engage and
feel that they do not know something that they should know.
Keywords: magnetic pole, inquiry-based science teaching, sequential activities, retention of knowledge,
challenging questions
1. Introduction
We have common experiences regarding the magnets and magnetic poles concepts that start to be taught from 4th
grade level in science classes. During these classes, first the poles of a bar magnet are determined and then it is
predicted that the poles of a horseshoe magnet are at the ends. After that, the interaction of the magnets with the
other objects is emphasized and finally, magnetic attraction and repulsion between two magnets are experienced.
Thus, the concepts of magnetism are tried to be acquired by using concept formation or concept assimilation
(Ausubel, 2000, p. 88). In teaching, the magnets are found suitable for hands-on science practices for the purpose
of providing standard instructional methods and procedures which have certain steps (Wecker, Rachel,
Heran-Dörr, Waltner, Wiesner, & Fischer, 2013). In this way, the instructors are tried to be upskilled for inquiry.
However, inquiry-based science teaching is not a concept that can be oversimplified as “The children gain practical
skills by doing something” or “the children discover everything by themselves” (Harlen, 2014). In contrast,
Students try to understand the nature and the phenomena just like a scientist in the inquiry-based science education
(IBSE). An individual activates data collection, scientific process, critical thinking, communication and
independent and collaborative learning skills during the inquiry process. Nowadays, it is easy for a teacher to find
an activity or an experiment which is suitable for the subject in class. Many sources offer this service to teachers as
printed or digital. However, doing experiments with simple materials, implementing activities by following the
instructions or step by step with the guidance of the teacher do not mean that the scientific thinking skills of the
students would develop. Also, it does not mean that a hands-on activity is being carried out if the students
participate in and implement activities. The critical point here is the teacher’s follow-up strategies during the
preparation and implementation of the activity. In any case, it should not be forgotten that an activity is just a tool
that serves for the inquiries and experiences of the students. The important thing is to support inquiry with
dialogues and discussions among students during the activity (Oğuz-Ünver, 2015, pp. 219-220). At any level of
inquiry, the activities should have certain qualities. According to these qualities’, students;
•

engage in scientific-based questions,
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•

prioritize evidence to find answers to his/her questions,

•

create evidence-based explanations,

•

associate his/her explanations with existing scientific knowledge,

•

communicate with peers and defend his/her explanations (National Research Council [NRC], 2000, pp.
161-171).

With this point of view, studies on students’ understanding of the magnetism are to be reviewed.
1.1 What the Literature Tells Us
Studies on students’ understanding of the magnetism are likely depending on the prior knowledge of the subject
matter and on the mental models about the magnetic field. The studies about magnetic properties between the ages
4-6 usually tell us a large number of children of this age discover the forces of attraction of magnets on metal
objects and the forces of attraction and repulsion between magnets, while they also start to learn which substances
are attracted by magnets and which are not. Moreover, children may think that magnets attract all metals or that
larger magnets are stronger than the smaller ones (e.g., Piaget & Chollet, 1973; Ravanis, 1994, 1996; Fedele,
Michelini, & Stefanel, 2005; Papadopoulou & Poimenidou, 2008; Christidou, Hatzinikita, & Dimitriou, 2009;
Wilcox & Richey, 2012). Children older than those ages link magnetic properties with gravitational phenomena
(e.g., Selman, Krupa, Stone, & Jacquette, 1982; Bradamante & Michelini, 2005; Bradamante & Viennot, 2007), a
kind of electricity, pressure of air, magnetic stream, a kind of lighting, rays and heat which are concepts derived
from everyday life or education (e.g., Barrow, 1987; Erickson, 1994; Bar, Zinn, & Rubin, 1997; Bar & Zinn, 1998;
Herrmann, Hauptmann, & Suleder, 2000; Maloney, O’kuma, Hieggelke, & Van Heuvelen, 2001; Anderson, Lucas,
& Ginns, 2003; Ravanis, Pantidos, & Vitoratos, 2009). Apart from those studies, there is a focus on mental
representations about magnetic field (e.g., Piaget & Chollet, 1973; Erickson, 1994; Borges, Tecnico, & Gilbert,
1998; Ravanis, Pantidos, & Vitoratos, 2009, 2010; Cheng & Brown, 2015). Ravanis, Pantidos, and Vitoratos
(2010) aimed to investigate students’ mental representations about magnetic field in connection to the Newtonian
model based on four tasks. The results of four tasks indicate that the students had difficulty in evaluating actual or
hypothetical experimental situations involving the application of the properties of the magnetic field. Erickson
(1994) described three models of magnetism found among nine to fourteen years old children in Canada.
Additionally, the students’ mental models on magnetism were pulling magnet, emanating model and enclosing
model. Borges et al. (1998) identified the mental models of learners. The learners construct and use mental models
to think about electric current, magnetism, and about the relationship between electricity and magnetism. Five
models that are magnetism as pulling, magnetism as a cloud, magnetism as electricity, magnetism as electric
polarization and field model were found. Overall, in early ages, children tend mainly to recognize the attractive
effects of interactions and especially the oldest ones tend to identify magnetism as electricity and gravity.
However, the studies refer largely to magnetic interactions and do not much provide any information about the
nature of magnetic pole. Limited studies mentioned the students’ difficulties on recognition of magnetic poles
(e.g., Borges et al., 1998; Fedele et al., 2005; Wilcox & Richey, 2012). With this understanding, the first objective
of the current research is to give an example to the inquiry-based science teaching implementations which are
compatible with updated science curricula. Then, followed strategies in today’s school programs related to the
process of facilitating knowledge acquisition and retention in a short period of time are discussed. Another aim of
the research is to transfer of acquired knowledge into different situations using sequential inquiry activities which
have challenging questions for inquiry about what the magnetic pole is and how to discover it.
2. Method
School science programs indicate students should deeply understand that magnets attract and repel each other and
other materials as well as understanding magnetic poles. Studies indicated that if students are not carefully
scaffolded through these concrete activities, the aforementioned misconceptions may inhibit meaningful
engagement with the concept. Everyday experiences and focusing on the usage of magnets could help students
gain greater insight into how magnets work.
2.1 Research Design and Participants
The research was designed on a pre-experimental, one-group pre-test/post-test design model. To determine the
sample’s retention of the knowledge, an additional retention test was carried out 3 months after the post-test. The
model is presented below (see Table 1).
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Table 1. R
Research modell
Group

Pre-Test

Activity

Post Test

-What is/are the magnetic pole(s)??
-How
Study
group

many

p
pole(s)

do

- How many pole(s)

givven

magnets (bar, hoorseshoe, disk, rinng,
and sphere) havee?
- Where is/are magnetic
m
pole(s) of

Retention Test

do thhe cube magnets
Implementaation

of

sequential aactivities

have?
-

Where

is/are

magnnetic pole(s) of

given magnets (bbar, horseshoe, dissk,

the cube magnet?

ring, and sphere))?

- What is/are thhe magnetic pole(s)?
- How many poole(s) do given ma
agnets
(bar, horseshoe,, disk, ring, sphere
e, and
cube) have?
- Where is/aree magnetic pole((s) of
given magnets (bar, horseshoe, disk,
ring, sphere, annd cube)?

women and 233 men) third-yyear students atttending in thee Science Teac
ching
The study group consistted of 65 (42 w
pling.
Program oof the Educattion Departmeent of a Univversity, all of whom were selected convvenience samp
Conveniennce sampling is advantageouus in that it aallows the seleection of a stuudy group thaat is accessible
e and
appropriatte to the aim of
o the researchh and facilitatees time scheduuling (Frankel, Wallen, & Hyyun, 2012, p. 100).
The pre-seervice teacherrs were studennts in a four-year under grraduate prograam. The participants were from
different bbackgrounds inncluding rurall-urban regionns, socioeconom
mic status, etcc. Since the ppre-service teac
chers
would be teaching sciennce classes at the primary sschool level, tthey would bee handling thee topic of mag
gnets,
nature of magnetic polee, magnetic fiield and magnnetism and soo it was the bbasic reason fo
for the study to
t be
conductedd with this grooup. Moreoveer, the particippants took insstruction in G
General Physiccs and the General
Physics Laaboratory courrses, where thee subject of maagnetism was ttaught.
2.2 Descrip
iption of the Sttudy
A pretest w
which is inquirred the poles off the magnets w
was applied to the participannts (Appendix A
A). This instru
ument
begins witth the open-endded question: W
What is the maagnetic pole? Inn the followingg step, the partiicipants were asked
a
to predict the poles of a bar and a horrseshoe magneet on pictures, respectively. T
Then, they weere asked to prredict
poles of a ddisc and a ringg magnet on picctures. Finallyy, the participannts were askedd to determine tthe poles of a given
g
spherical m
magnet. The purpose
p
here iis to arouse cuuriosity with ccreating mentaal contradictioons about wha
at the
magnetic ppole is and how
w to find it. Suubsequently, too provide a seriies of developm
mentally approopriate experie
ences
and discusssions, which concretely sccaffold particippants ideas off magnetism, ssequential inqquiry-based sciience
activities w
were applied. Participants w
were divided innto groups off 4 to 5 peoplee. A piece of styrofoam, a small
s
magnet and some water in
i a plastic conntainer were given each groupp in the beginnning of activitiees. The particip
pants
were askedd to place a sm
mall magnet on the styrofoam and leave them
m on the waterr. Then, the com
mpasses were given
g
to the partticipants. The magnetic field of the Earthh associates too the compass.. The magnetiic polarity of a bar
magnet actts in this way since
s
it is oriennted with the ppoles of the Eaarth (see Figuree 1).

Figure 1.. Magnets orieented with the ppoles of the Eaarth
In the secoond step, differrent types of m
magnets were ccovered with pplain white papper. The magneets were not sh
hown
to the partticipants. Iron powders weree poured on papers. The parrticipants weree asked to makke observation
ns by
raising questions about the formed shhapes (see Figgure 2). The qquestions weree “Where do thhey formed sh
hapes
concentratte?”, “Do you have any preddiction about thhe shapes of thhe magnets?”, “Are there reppetitive parts in the
formed shaapes?” and “A
Are there differences in the foormed shapes?”
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Figure 2. 22D magnetic fields of different types of maagnets
wder were put iinto a glass annd two bar maggnets were bro
ought
In the thirdd step, a mixtuure of baby oill and iron pow
closer to thhe glass. The formed
f
shape w
was observed ((Figure 3) (seee below). It waas inquired how
w this phenom
menon
provides kknowledge aboout the attractioon forces. Theen, it was askedd to compare w
with the observ
rvations obtained in
the previoous experimentt. Thus, the paarticipants weere acquired knnowledge aboout the poles oof magnets and
d the
attraction aareas of magneets in this step.

Figuree 3. Magnetic iinfluence in three dimensionns
In the fouurth step, the participants
p
deesigned their oown experimennts about how
w to find the ppoles of a sphe
erical
magnet byy discovering thhe interaction of two magnetts with each otther (see Figurre 4).

Figuure 4. Finding the poles of spphere magnet
After the aactivities, an evvaluation test was applied ass a posttest. Thhe poles of a ccube magnet w
with many sides and
surfaces w
were inquired inn the posttest (Appendix B). The aim heree is to measuree whether partticipants are ab
ble to
evaluate thhe poles of a magnet
m
with a scientific poinnt of view, inddependently frrom ends and surfaces. Finally, a
retention test which incluudes pretest annd posttest wass applied after 3 months from
m activities (A
Appendix C).
3. Results and Discussion
The findinngs obtained frrom the research results are presented beloow. The conceepts used by thhe participants (N =
65) to desccribe the magnnetic pole in thhe pretest and the retention ttest are presennted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 (see
below).
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Figure 5. The
T Concepts uused by particiipants to definne the magneticc pole in the prretest

Figure 6. Thee Concepts used by participannts to define thhe magnetic poole in the retenntion test
c pole
When Figuure 5 is examinned, it can be sseen that the paarticipants are used to definee the concept of the magnetic
in pretest, mostly by assoociating with N pole and S pole (N=54), atttraction and reepulsion (N=366), unlike poles and
like poles (N=30), posittive (+) and neegative (-) (N=
=27), and maggnetic field (N=
=20). The reasson of this con
ncept
diversity m
may probably result
r
from ovvergeneralizatioon of the maggnetic phenomeena. In additioon, the particip
pants’
expressionns include attraaction force (N
N=8), end (N=77), charges (N=
=7), and polariization (N=4). The concepts such
as the Earrth’s magnetic field and maggnetic field linnes have not bbeen mentioneed by particippants. Accordin
ng to
Figure 6, thhe definitions of participantss about the maggnetic pole conncept in retentioon test frequenntly includes N pole
and S polee ( N=56), unliike poles, and like poles (N=
=45), attractionn and repulsionn (N=42), maggnetic field (N=
=42),
the Earth’ss magnetic fielld (N=25), norrth and south (N
N=17), and atttraction force ((N = 15). In adddition, particip
pants
have used the concepts of
o orientation ((N=7), positivve (+) and negaative (-) (N=5)) and compass in their statem
ments
(N=4). Soome of the parrticipants’ exppressions are ppresented as ffollow; K2 in the pretest, “Magnets have
e two
different ppoles. N is posiitive and S is nnegative. Sincee positive (+) aand negative (-) are oppositee, they repulse each
other and are accumulatted at both endds. The same charges are acccumulated in one place andd it is the mag
gnetic
pole.” K5 in pretest, “Thhe magnetic poole is the phenomenon of attrracting positivve and negativee poles.”, K4 in the
pretest, “ The magneticc pole is areass in magnets which consistt of N and S.” Especially, the expression
ns of
participantts K2 and K5 indicate
i
misusing of conceptts which are noot appropriate with scientificc qualificationss. K2
in retentioon test, “Magnetic pole is thee area where tthe magnetic ffield lines of m
magnets are cooncentrated.” K5
K in
retention teest, “Magnets have two diffeerent poles. Theese poles attracct or repulse eaach other.” Thee expressions of
o K2
and K5 in retention test indicate that tthey use the coorrect scientifiic concepts whhile explainingg the concept of
o the
magnetic ppole and they use scientificc justification more in their expressions w
when compareed with the pretest.
Similarly, Borges et al. (1998)
(
found thhat first-year aand third-year secondary studdents thought tthat magnetic poles
p
are regionns, normally thhe ends of a m
magnet. The researchers menntioned that that may be beccause magnetissm is
related to tthe notion of ‘ttwo electricitiees’ – positive aand negative- w
which are perhhaps influencedd of richer tech
hnical
vocabularyy physics instruuction. When tthese findings are generally eevaluated, befoore implementtation, it is seen
n that
the conceppts used by parrticipants weree limited impleementation andd these conceppts included m
misconceptions such
as end, chharge, and posiitive (+) and nnegative (-). H
However, afterr the implemenntation, the divversity of concepts
which usedd by the particcipants increased, thus the exxplanations of associating wiith different cooncepts enabled the
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participants to make more and deeper interpretations. The participants did not use some concepts to define
magnetic pole such as the Earth’s magnetic field, magnetic field lines, compass and orientation before
implementation. Moreover, the concepts of end, charge, and polarization had been used before the implementation
was not included in the participant expressions after the implementation. The participants used the concepts of N
pole and S pole, like pole and unlike pole, attraction and repulsion, attraction force, and magnetic field more in
their statement after implementation. Also, the misconception of positive (+) and negative (-) have been used much
less in the participant expressions after the implementation. This is an indication that the frequency of use of
misconceptions associated with the magnetic pole was reduced and the used concepts were oriented towards the
basic concepts of magnetism. The pretest results of the participants (N=65) on the number of poles and their
location are presented in Table 2 (see below).
Table 2. The pretest results of the participants on the number of poles and their location
Shape of Magnet

The numbers of poles

Bar

Horseshoe

Disc

Ring

Sphere

Unspecified

-

-

5

10

18

None

-

-

2

1

2

Single

-

6

22

19

8

64*

55*

34*

32*

28*

Three

-

3

1

1

1

Four

1

1

1

2

1

Six

-

-

-

-

4

Total

65

65

65

65

65

Unspecified

1

2

27

26

21

None

-

-

1

-

2

Ends

62*

53*

-

-

-

2

2

5

5

6
3

Two

Two halves

The location of poles

Everywhere

-

5

1

4

At the two ends and in the center of the oval

-

3

-

-

-

Two farthest points to the center

-

-

1

1

17*

On the surface

-

-

2

3

1

Upper and lower

-

-

23*

7

-

Internal and external

-

-

-

17*

4

The others
Total

-

-

5

2

11

65

65

65

65

65

Note. *: Correct answer.
According to Table 2, the findings reveal that the participants tried to find the numbers of poles and the locations of
the poles associated with the shapes of the magnets before implementation. The participants used the end variable
to determine the poles of bar and horseshoe magnets. However, since the disc and ring magnets do not have ends,
the participants tried to determine the locations of the poles using only surface variables for these two magnets.
These variables are completely absent for the sphere magnet. Especially, when they tried to find poles without end
variable, the participants’ answers were varied or they were not able to determine the numbers of poles and
locations of poles. Similarly, Wilcox, and Richey (2012) gave students three different magnets: a bar magnet, a
horseshoe magnet, and a disc magnet so that students could observe all magnets had two poles, even if the shape
and size were different. However, in this case, students may still correlate the poles with the side, point, end, or
surface. The underlying reason for this situation may be that the concept of the magnetic pole is taught to the
students through the single variable (end concept) in teaching processes. When more than one variable is included
in the process, the students are having problems in transferring the existing knowledge to the new situation. Fedele
et al. (2005) observed that students have difficulties in recognition of magnetic poles. It is more problematic
recognize that each pole interacts differently with another magnet and in the same way with other objects. This
problem can be overcome by the operative exploration of different situations, showing the interactions like the
action of couples of forces and the interaction intensity varying with distance. Correspondingly, Borges et al.
(1998) defined that people holding the idea that magnets attract some materials because it is part of their nature do
not acknowledge the existing of poles in the magnet. So far it can be concluded that participants’ explanations for
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the magnet’s behavior are frequently shallow. They could say that atoms or molecules are arranged according to
special pattern and this internal order brings about magnetism yet no one attempted to explain how magnetism
could originate from such a regular arrangement of atoms. The posttest and retention test results of the participants
(N=65) on the number of poles and their location about the cube magnet are presented in Table 3 (see below).
Table 3. The posttest and retention test results of the participants on the number of poles and their location about
the cube magnet

The numbers of poles

Posttest

Retention test

Unspecified

-

-

None

-

-

Single

-

-

Two

55*

54*

Three

-

-

Four

6

7

Six

4

4

Infinite

-

-

65

65

Total

The location of poles

Unspecified

4

3

On each side

3

2

Two opposite side areas of the cube

53*

52*

At upper and lower midpoints

2

2

Four opposite side areas of the cube

3

6

Total

65

65

Note. *: Correct answer.
An examination of Table 3 shows that, after implementation, the number of poles of the cube magnet and the
locations of the poles are determined in accordance with the nature of the magnetic field without focusing on the
end variable. The sequential activities aim to teach magnetism with different variables and pole concept using
experiment and observation process without focusing on the end variable, made more effective adapting the
knowledge to a new situation. The answers of the participants (N=65) related to the numbers of poles and the
location of poles about the given magnets in retention test are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. The answers off the participannts related to thhe numbers of poles and the location of pooles about the given
g
magnets inn retention testt
Shhape of Magnet
Bar

Horseshhoe

Disc

Ring

Sphere

Unspecifieed

-

-

4

3

4

None

-

-

2

2

4

4

3

Two

65*

61*

54*

56**

58*

Three

-

1

-

-

-

Four

-

1

1

2

Total

65

65

65

65

65

6

5

2

Single
T
The numbers of pooles

Unspecifieed
Ends

T
The location of pooles

62*

61*

-

-

-

Two halvees

2

2

4

1

2

Everywherre

1

1

1

-

-

At the twoo ends and in the ccenter of the oval

-

1

-

-

-

Two fartheest points to the ceenter

-

-

-

-

58*

On the surrface

-

-

1

-

1

Upper andd lower

-

-

53*

1

2

Internal annd external

-

-

-

55**

-

The otherss

-

-

-

3

-

65

65

65

65

65

Total

Note. *: Correct answer.
Accordingg to Table 4, thhese findings are an indicattion of the parrticipants’ retention test thatt they are base
ed on
scientific kknowledge whhile determiningg and poles off the magnets annd their positioons. These finddings indicated
d that
the particippants think off scientific knoowledge while determining tthe numbers off poles and theeir locations. In the
retention ttest, the correcct answers aree the majority. The describinng of a conceppt according too its nature is very
important in terms of thhe transfer of kknowledge andd facilitating rretention of knnowledge. Thee inquiry-based
d and
multivariaable-based activvities designedd for any conceept directly afffect the retentioon of knowleddge. Ausubel (2
2000)
noted that the well-organnized practicess increase the sstability and cllarity of the cooncepts and faccilitate the learrning
and retentiion of the conccepts. In additiion, when the instruments w
were examined,, the participannts emphasized
d that
different ppole determininng techniques should be useed for exact loocation of polees, even if theyy determined poles
p
correctly. The participaants desired too test and circcumstantiate ttheir ideas whhich are basedd on predictio
on or
inference. It overlaps with
w nature of the inquiry. Inn the light of research data the frequencyy values of co
orrect
answers foor the number of
o poles and thheir locations iin different maagnets in pretesst and retentionn test are prese
ented
in Figure 7 Figure 8, reespectively. Figure 9 shows that the frequuency values oof correct answ
wers related to the
numbers oof poles and theeir locations onn cube magnett in posttest annd retention tesst.

The frequency of correct answ
wers for the nuumber of poless and their locaations about thhe different mag
gnets
Figure 7. T
iin pretest
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Figure 8. T
The frequency of correct answ
wers for the nuumber of poless and their locaations about thhe different mag
gnets
in rretention test

Figure 9. The frequencyy of correct ansswers for the nnumber of polees and their loccations about tthe cube magnet in
posttest and retention ttest
Figure 7 sshows that theere was no conntradiction in the number of poles and thheir locations oon bar magnett and
horseshoe magnet in thee pretest. The correct answeers for the num
mber of poles were fewer inn the other types of
magnets (ddisk, ring, and sphere). Besiddes, the correctt answer frequuency was furthher decreased ffor determinin
ng the
poles of thhe magnets. The
T acquired knowledge (aassumed to be taught) has nnot been transsferred to diffferent
situations and learning has
h not been acchieved sufficiiently. This datta may be connsidered as proof that the learrning
practices sstill base on memorization
m
aat schools. Whhen Figure 8 and Figure 9 are examined,, it is seen tha
at the
activities bbased on inquuiry-based scieence teaching has increasedd the correct aanswers of thee students and it is
consistent even in the retention test whhich applied affter 3 months ffrom implemenntation. Whenn the findings of
o the
study are eevaluated in geeneral, one of tthe most impoortant findings is confirmatioon of a Piaget’ss (1963) claim once
again: “Thhe objects takke their meannings from theeir actions.” A
According to pre-test resultts, the particip
pants
interpretedd the magnets and
a magnetic ppoles through ttheir functionss. The general oopinion for thee participants is that
a magneticc pole should be
b at the ends. T
This opinion iss associated wiith upper-loweer or internal-external surface
es for
a ring maggnet. Finally, with
w a sphere m
magnet, both uppper-lower or iinternal-externnal surfaces havve lost its func
ctions
and the inquiry begins with
w the questiion “How to ffind the poles of a magnet?””. In that proceess, students get
g to
engage andd feel that theyy don’t know ssomething thatt they should kknow.
4. Conclussion
This studyy has a number of educationaal implications.. First, this reseearch attempteed to show how
w to support inq
quiry
with the chhallenging queestions, which aare created in tthe students’ m
minds using muultiple variabless instead of a single
variable duuring the teachhing process. In this way, thee retention of kknowledge, whhich is gained in a short period of
time such as a course houur, has broughht the student too a higher leveel of knowledgee which is usedd inquiry instead of
memorizinng about magnnetism. The inqquiry is the trannsfer of sciencee concepts witthout removingg scientific thought.
In this ressearch, challennging questionns were asked for engaging students to teest their underrstanding. Effe
ective
questioninng also helps researchers too diagnose stuudents’ pre-knnowledge andd scaffolding sstudents towarrd to
maximize their learning. Second, our ffinding indicatees that althouggh students cann speak of magnnetic poles, the
ey do
not have a fully developeed notion of w
what the magneetic poles are. M
Many of them face difficultiees in explainin
ng the
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magnetic poles of different shapes of magnets besides bar and horseshoe. Organizing the appropriate teaching
activities in order to make the properties of the magnetic poles better understood, as well as the question of
reorganizing sections of the curriculum in order to study magnetic properties to become systematically linked to
questions of the general properties and the nature of poles. Students have difficulties in understanding the course
subjects that are too abstract. The solution usually seems to memorization of the key facts, but unfortunately it
never mentally engage with the students with the concepts. Students interpret classroom activities through the lens
of their prior experiences. As a result, one activity is not enough to adequately challenge students’ misconceptions.
It appears that a discussion concerning a satisfactory comprehension of the magnetic poles has to encompass not
only the ordinary kinds of the magnets like bar and horseshoe but also the special applications of these properties in
various experimental situations. Finally, predictions can be a powerful formative assessment tool for the teacher
when students have substantial background information with the phenomena. If the students do not have an
adequate knowledge to make logical predictions based on evidence, students often end up just guessing. In this
study since the students have numerous prior experiences with magnets, their predictions help researchers to
establish their level of understanding.
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Appendixx A
Worksheeet 1: Pre Activvity
Name-Surrname:

Date:

1) What iss/are the magneetic pole(s)?
2) Please sspecify your prredictions abouut the pole(s) oof the given m
magnet. Mark thhe pole(s) of thhe magnet.
M
Magnet

How m
many pole(s) ddoes the

W
Where is/are m
magnetic

giiven magnet haas?

polee(s) of the giveen magnet?
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Appendixx B
Worksheeet 2: Post Actiivity (Evaluation)
Name-Surrname:

Date:

1) Can youu predict the pole(s) of the given magnet after the activityy? Mark the pole(s) of the cuube magnet.
Maagnet

How many pole(s) ddoes the

Whhere is/are maggnetic pole(s)

ggiven magnet hhas?

of the given magnet?

Appendixx C
Worksheeet 3: Post Actiivity (Retentioon)
Name-Surrname:

Date:

1) What iss/are the magneetic pole(s)?
2) Please sspecify your prredictions abouut the pole(s) oof the given m
magnet. Mark thhe pole(s) of thhe magnet.
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How m
many pole(s) dooes the

W
Where is/are maagnetic

givven magnet hass?

pole((s) of the givenn magnet?
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